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level of se re y, details about their fun tioning are
s ar e. This raises several questions, su h as the extent to whi h their operation is in a ordan e with
national and international law, in parti ular the right
to priva y and the right to freedom of expression [7℄.
Dete ting the presen e of these systems and reporting on the me hanisms by whi h they fun tion
is therefore important not just from an a ademi or
te hni al perspe tive, but also as a prerequisite for
eviden e-based poli y and human rights analysis.

Abstra t

It is an established fa t that manipulation of the Domain Name System (DNS) is used to implement ensorship poli ies on the internet. This paper des ribes
the implementation of an automated system to monitor the responses of DNS servers and lassify these responses a ording to the extent the response is likely
to have been manipulated in a way that is onsistent
with the intent to obstru t a ess to spe i websites
and servi es.
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Ba kground

How manipulation of the Domain Name System

The internet provides unpre edented ommuni ations apabilities. The so ial and politi al rami ations have in re ent years manifested themselves in a
dramati fashion. In fa t, A number of authors have
ommented on the instrumental role of the internet
in so ial movements su h as the Tahrir protests [1℄,
the Tunesian revolution and the O upy movement
[2℄.
Conversely, the internet provides unpre edented
apabilities for surveillan e. Government-operated
systems that allow for large s ale inter eption of internet tra have been in operation as early as 1997
and likely earlier [3℄ [4℄.
Sin e then, these systems have evolved to provide
sophisti ated intervention and disruption apabilities
in addition to surveillan e apabilities [5℄ [6℄.
Given that these systems are typi ally managed by
government institutions whi h operate under a high

used to obstru t a

an be

ess to in-

formation

One form of network intervention is based on manipulation of the Domain Name System (DNS).
The DNS is a de entralized dire tory system. Its
primary fun tion is to translate human readable internet domain names to numeri al internet addresses
(`IP addresses') that orrespond to networked devi es. The Domain Name System is organized as a
hierar hi al tree of DNS servers. Typi ally, a user
onne ting to the internet will be assigned a DNS
server that is in lose proximity1 to that user. This
DNS server then translates internet domain names to
IP addresses for said user.
1 Close

1

proximity from a network topologi al view.

ases, end users do not intera t with the

The Chokepoint Proje t, as part of its mission to

Domain Name System dire tly. However, behind the

monitor and report on network interventions in near

s enes, the DNS is instrumental in determining the

real-time, has implemented a

route taken to rea h a website, whether that web-

itoring system whi h runs unattended, based on an

site is also the website a user

augmented version of Wright's DNShonest tool.

In most

whether the website

intended

to visit, and

an be rea hed at all.

The remainder of this paper des ribes the fun -

an be used to imple-

tioning of this monitoring system, the key dier-

ensorship and surveillan e

en es between this monitoring system and Wright's

As su h, DNS manipulation
ment or support internet

ontinuous DNS mon-

poli ies. The de entralized nature of the DNS allows

DNShonest, and dis usses some limitations of moni-

for highly lo alized implementations of DNS based

toring DNS manipulation in general.

ltering poli ies.

The visibility and ee ts of DNS

based manipulations
a spe i

ees of a single
an entire

an be limited to

ustomers of

The Chokepoint Proje t's DNS monitoring
system The dete tion of DNS manipulation relies

Internet Servi e Provider (ISP) or employompany. They

ountry or spe i

an also be applied to

regions in that

on the dete tion of anomalous responses from DNS

ountry.

servers.

Anomalous responses

an be dete ted by

omparing them against a known good response.

DNShonest

This pro ess is

Joss Wright at the Oxford Internet

ompli ated by a number of fa -

tors, su h as there being no single good response.

Institute has resear hed the appli ation of DNS ma-

For example, dierent DNS servers may legitimately

nipulation te hniques in China [8℄.

return dierent answers for the same domain.

As part of this resear h, Wright developed a set of

Sev-

software tools (`DNShonest') that allow large s ale,

eral of these limitations are dis ussed in more detail

semi-automated s anning, to aid in the identi ation

in the se tion 5.

of manipulated DNS responses.
DNShonest

identies

manipulation

of

DNS

Overview

re-

The

DNS

monitoring

system

imple-

quests by asking a DNS server for the IP addresses

mented by The Chokepoint Proje t works by peri-

of a number of well-known domains. The responses

odi ally

are then

following steps:

ompared to the responses from a trusted

DNS server.

2 performing a run. A run

onsists of the

When the responses are substantially

dierent, this is an indi ation that some form of DNS
manipulation may be o

•
•
•

urring.

Sele tion of DNS servers
Sele tion of domain names
DNS probing



3 Implementation of a system
to dete t manipulation of the
Domain Name System



Wright's DNShonest is not (and was not intended) to



an



be further mined for eviden e of DNS manipulations
using software tools and manual analysis.
ontrast, must run

Classify the responses of ea h DNS server as

HTTP probing

be a monitoring system: it is a resear h tool meant

itoring system, by

of ea h domain name
valid, maybe valid, invalid, or ambiguous

•

to sporadi ally obtain a large set of data, whi h

Query ea h DNS server for the IP address

For responses

lassied as ambiguous dur-

ing DNS probing, perform HTTP probing
HTTP probing tests whether the returned
IP address points to a webserver that hosts

A mon-

the website asso iated with the requested

ontinuously

2 At

and have the ability to identify DNS manipulations
unattended without relying on manual analysis.

the time of writing, The Chokepoint Proje t performs

two runs per day.

2



domain name, by performing a HTTP re-

of domain names that are not part of the sele tion.

quest on the IP address returned by the

This limitation is dis ussed in more detail in se tion

DNS server

5.

Classify the results of the HTTP probing as
valid, maybe valid, or invalid

•



•

3.3

DNS probing

Enri hment
After the DNS servers and domain names have been

GeoIP lookups

sele ted, the monitoring system

Autonomous System information

Reporting



onta ts every se-

le ted DNS server and requests the IP address of ea h
sele ted domain (this pro ess is known as a DNS
lookup).

Summarize the results by domain, DNS

The

server, and autonomous system

monitoring

system

then

performs

lookup on a trusted DNS server, to

a

DNS

ompare against

the responses of all the tested DNS servers.

The following se tions des ribe these steps in detail.

For every query, the monitoring system stores the
following results:

3.1

Sele tion of DNS servers to mon-

error_ ode

itor

An error

servers.

Ea h re ord is asso iated with a

ode, des ribing the

The reverse lookup for the IP address returned

ountry

by the DNS server

ountry in whi h this DNS server

operates and two timestamps: a

report_ ountry_ ode

reation date that

The

spe es when the re ord was added to the database,

ountry

report_datetime

and an expiration date that spe ies when the re ord

ode of the run

Date and time of the run

is no longer relevant.
The timestamps allow the system to a
the fa t that DNS servers are

dns_response

ommodate

The response from the DNS server

onstantly added and

lo al_result

removed from the network.

The response from the trusted DNS server

Based on this information, the monitoring system
sele ts the

ode: 0 means no error

reverse_lookup

The monitoring system maintains a database of DNS

urrently a tive DNS servers for a

tested_domain

ountry.

The domain that was tested

3.2

Sele tion

of

domain

names

requested_DNS server

to

The IP address of the DNS server

monitor

Classi ation

The monitoring system maintains a database of domain names in a way that is identi al to the database
of DNS servers.
It is important to mention that the sele tion of

valid

domain names (and to a lesser extent, the sele tion
of DNS servers)

The response is valid. This is the

ru ially determines the results of

the monitoring system. The monitoring system

The results of the DNS probes are

lassied in the following way:

ase when:

1. the rst two o tets of the IP address re-

an

only dete t DNS manipulation of the sele ted do-

turned by the remote DNS server are iden-

main names:

ti al to the rst two o tets of the IP address

additionally (and more importantly),

returned by the trusted DNS server, or

the monitoring system is blind to DNS manipulation
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1. any HTTP request to a remotely resolved
IP yields a orre t redire t, i.e. returns a
Lo ation: HTTP header that ontains a
domain name that looks like the tested domain name, or
2. the responses from the lo ally resolved IP
are similar to the response of the last remotely resolved IP. This means that both
the HTTP response status ode (2xx, 3xx,
. . . ) and response body need to be similar. Similarity of response body is determined by mat hing the <title> tag in the
responses (in ase of a 2xx response) or by
mat hing the Lo ation: header redire t
(in ase of a 3xx response).

2. the reverse lookup of the IP address
mat hes at least 2 top-level omponents
from the tested domain name.
probably_lie

lie

The response is probably a lie. This is the ase
when the remote DNS server did not return any
IN A re ords.
The response is ertainly a lie. This is the ase
when
1. the remote DNS server returns '127.0.0.1',
or
2. the remote DNS server returns error_ ode
of 1, indi ating that the domain does not
exist (i.e. NXDOMAIN).

maybe_lie

unknown

The response may be a lie. This is the ase when:
1. any of the HTTP statuses from remotely
resolved IPs are 4xx/5xx and there are no
2xx/3xx statuses, or
2. the HTTP statuses from remotely resolved
IPs dier, or
3. the result of the HTTP probe was in on lusive, i.e. none of the other ases apply.

This is the ase when none of the other ases
apply. These items are subje ted to additional
tests by way of HTTP probing, explained below.

3.4

HTTP probing

The results lassied as unknown during DNS probing are subje ted to additional testing using HTTP
probing. HTTP probing involves making a HTTP probably_lie
request to the IP addresses returned by the remote
The response is probably a lie. This is the ase
DNS server, then analyzing the HTTP responses.
when:
First, the IP addresses returned by the remote DNS
1. all remotely resolved IPs return 4xx/5xx reserver (the `remotely resolved IPs') are added to a
sponses, or
probing list. The IP address returned by the trusted
2. the HTTP status from the last remotely reDNS server (the `lo ally resolved IP') is also added
solved IP3 does not mat h the HTTP status
to this list.
for the lo ally resolved IP, or
Then, a HTTP request is made to all IP addresses,
3. there is a mismat h between the response
with the Host: HTTP header set to the domain name
from the lo ally resolved IP and the last
that is expe ted to be asso iated with these IP adremotely resolved IP4 , i.e. there is a misdresses. The response headers and response body for
mat h in either the <title> tag (in ase of
ea h request are stored.

3 To simplify the implementation, we assume that the response from the last remotely resolved IP is representative of
the responses by all the remotely resolved IPs. This assumption is learly not valid in general. The ee ts of this assumption are relatively small, be ause most queries yield only a
single IP address, and those queries whi h yield multiple IP
addresses generally involve sites hosted on highly homogenous
ontent distribution networks, where all servers return idential responses.
4 As above.

Classi ation Based on the stored response head-

ers and response body, the monitoring system performs a further lassi ation as follows:
valid

The DNS server response is valid. This is the
ase when:
4

a 2xx response) or a mismat h in the LoAt regular intervals, The Chokepoint Proje t
ation: header redire t (in ase of a 3xx downloads an updated Routing Information Base
response).
(RIB) le[9℄. This database is used to to look up
the Autonomous System Number (ASN) for an IP
lie
address.
The response is ertainly a lie. This is the ase
The Chokepoint Proje t also regularly fet hes the
when all HTTP probes have failed or returned
latest
Routing Report from the Asia-Pa i Net4xx/5xx odes.
work Network Information Center (APNIC) [10℄,
pro esses the information, and stores it in a database.
3.5
Enri hment
This database is used to look up the organization
After olle ting the results, the data is augmented name that orresponds to an Autonous System Number.
with two additional sour es of information:
1. GeoIP lookups
2. Autonomous System information

3.6

The augmented results data is summarized in the following reports:

The Chokepoint Proje t maintains ar hives of the freely available MaxMind GeoIP
database. The latest version of the database is periodi ally downloaded from MaxMind.
This database is used to map remote DNS server
IP addresses to a longitude and latitude, as well as a
ountry and ity names.
The a ura y of the free MaxMind database is limited. It annot always resolve an IP address to a ity
name and the longitude/latitude information is often approximate at best. The a ura y varies signifi antly with ountry/region. As a rule of thumb, the
most highly developed regions oer the most a urate
information.
GeoIP

Reporting

lookups

1.
2.
3.
4.

Summarized by report ID
Summarized and aggregated by domain name
Summarized and aggregated by AS
Summarized and aggregated by DNS server

3.6.1

Summarized by report ID

This report in ludes the following information per
run, where ea h run is identied by a report ID:
domains_tested

The total number of domains tested.

nameservers_queried

The ChokeThe total number of DNS servers queried.
point Proje t maintains two databases that an be queries_total
used to map an IP address to an Autonomous System
The total number of queries performed for this
name. An Autonomous System (AS) is set of routers
run
(nominally, this is domains_tested multiunder a single te hni al administration5 . The moniplied by DNS servers_queried).
toring system uses this information to provide an in- queries_replied
di ation of the administrative entity responsible for
The number of queries where the DNS server
the DNS server whi h returns anomalous responses.
responded.
The two databases used in determining the Au- queries_errored_out
tonomous System information are:
The number of queries that failed, i.e. the DNS
server did not respond at all, or responded with
• The Routing Information Base
an error ode other than NXDOMAIN.
• The APNIC Routing Report
queries_lie

Autonomous System information

5 See

RFC 1930,

The number of queries lassied as lie.

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rf 1930
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requested_nameserver_lat

queries_probably_lie
The

number

probably_lie.
queries_maybe_lie

of

queries

lassied

The latitude of the DNS server, as reported by

as

the MaxMind GeoIP database.

requested_nameserver_lon

The number of queries

The longitude of the DNS server, as reported by

lassied as maybe_lie.

the MaxMind GeoIP database.

3.6.2

Summarized

and

aggregated

by

requested_nameserver_asn

do-

The Autonomous System Number that this DNS

main name

server belongs to, as reported by the RIB data

This report is similar to the summarized report, but
grouped by domain name, where dierent
(su h as

queries_total)

[9℄.

ounts

requested_nameserver_asn

refer to the number of

The name of the organization responsible for the

queries performed for that parti ular domain name.

Autonomous System that this DNS server belongs to, as reported by the

3.6.3

Summarized and aggregated by AS
In addition,

This report is similar to the summarized report, but
grouped by ASN, where dierent

queries_total)

the report

APNIC data [10℄.

ontains

orresponding

elds for the a tual DNS server that was queried, in

ounts (su h as

ase the query was redire ted by the requested DNS

refer to the number of queries per-

server.

formed for that parti ular AS. In addition, the report
ontains the following elds:

4 Results

requested_nameserver_asn
The Autonomous System Number that this DNS
server belongs to, as reported by the RIB [9℄.

The DNShonest resear h paper by Joss Wright[8℄ was

The name of the organization responsible for the

in China.

requested_nameserver_asn

based on a survey of 86 domains and 208 DNS servers

Autonomous System that this DNS server belongs to, as reported by the
Report [10℄.
In addition,

the report

APNIC Routing

For purposes of

mains and DNS servers.
ontains

The

orresponding

86

domains

www.google. om

elds for the a tual DNS server that was queried, in

su h as

server.

in lude

and

sites that provide a

ase the query was redire ted by the requested DNS

3.6.4

omparison, we have applied our

DNShonest implementation to these same set of dopopular

dropbox. om,

ess to

and websites hosting

wikileaks.org.

Sin e ea h domain is tested against ea h DNS

Summarized and aggregated by DNS

server, this yields a total of 17680 queries.

server

Of these 17680 queries, the original implemen-
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This report is similar to the summarized report, but

tation

grouped by DNS server, so that the dierent

whitelisted).

queries_total)

like

ir umvention te hnology,

www.torproje t.org,

politi ally sensitive material, su h as

(su h as

domains

as well as web-

ounts

identies

4081

lies

(with

742

queries

5506 queries yield a no valid DNS

refer to the number of

servers response, 924 queries yield a no answer re-

queries performed for that parti ular DNS server. In

sponse and 4031 queries yield a timeout. The mon-

addition, the report in ludes the following elds:

itoring system takes about twenty minutes to

requested_nameserver_ ity

plete a single run of this magnitude.

The

om-

6 Spe i ally, the nd_all_lies.py s ript that is part of the
dnshonest sour e distribution.

ity of the DNS server, as reported by the

MaxMind GeoIP database.
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authoritative list of all DNS servers in a
lassi ation

original

ountry or

region. Even if su h a list were readily available, the

modied

monitoring system would have to be expanded to exlies

4081

haustively test all of them on a

3558

whitelisted

742

0

no valid DNS servers

5506

5368

no answer

924

917

timeout

4031

4246

ontinuous basis.

For this reason, ideally, the test would be limited to

a

representative sele tion of DNS servers in a

ountry

or region.
However, determining whi h
the (semi) automati

riteria would allow

onstru tion of a representative

list of DNS servers and how this list would remain

Table 1: Comparison of results between DNShonest

up-to-date over time, is still an open question.

tool and the DNS monitoring system implemented by
The Chokepoint Proje t

The sele tion of domain names

An equally fun-

damental, and probably more a ute limitation, is the
Our implementation identies 3558 lies,

86 re-

sele tion of domain names to test.

As with DNS

sponses that are probably lies, and 197 responses

servers, it is not possible to obtain an authoritative

that may be lies. 5368 queries yield a no valid DNS

list of all domain names to test in a

servers response, 917 queries yield a no answer and

The sele tion of domain names is further

4246 queries yield a timeout.

by two fa tors of a so io-politi al nature.

5 Limitations

some so ial or politi al goal:

ountry or region.
ompli ated

First, virtually all types of DNS manipulation serve

rates an inherent value judgment as to whi h types

and domain names, and it yields both false positives

of potential manipulation are more or less signi ant

( lassifying valid responses as anomalous) and false

than others.

negatives ( lassifying anomalous responses as valid).

Se ond, the signi an e of manipulation of any

While the heuristi s employed by the monitoring
system were designed to err on the side of

parti ular domain name is highly dependent on re-

aution,

gional and

lassifying a response as anomalous in

ase of doubt, the monitoring system

an still

lassify

lassi ations

whi h requires lo al

urately.

representative sele tion

of domain

names is ideal. For the reasons mentioned above, it

onditions.

seems inevitable that any sele tion will be based on

an be ad-

subje tive

dressed by in orporating more sophisti ated heuris-

riteria, limiting the ability to automate

the sele tion pro ess.
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ti s

The sele tion of DNS servers

ontext,

As with the sele tion of DNS servers, a methodology yielding a

ble responses, the highly lo alized nature of DNS maSome of these in orre t

ultural

knowledge to appraise a

responses in orre tly due to the wide variety of possinipulation, and the variation in network

ensored for legal,

names to monitor for manipulation therefore in orpo-

omprehensively monitor all possible DNS servers

i.e. to avoid

ess to servi es or

moral or politi al reasons. The sele tion of domain

The DNS monitoring system is not perfe t: it does
not

a

websites may be manipulated or

Dete tion prevention

One of the fun-

An a tor manipulating the

DNS may want to obs ure the fa t that this manip-

damental limitations is the impossibility to obtain an

ulation is taking pla e. This

7 For

example, the monitoring system used to in orre tly
lassify responses for domain names hosted on the Akamai Content Distribution Network be ause the HTTP probing me hanism did not in lude a valid HTTP User-Agent
header. This issue was xed on February 5 2015.

an be done by either

limiting the manipulation to a subset of the network
that is outside the range of the monitoring system
(e.g. by geographi ally limiting the manipulation) or
by presenting unmanipulated results to the monitor-

7

6 Con lusions

ing system (e.g. by only manipulating queries if they
do not originate at the monitoring system).
Mitigating this ee t would require the development of te hnologi al tools that help obfus ate the
monitoring pro ess and a broad geographi al and
network-topologi al distribution of the monitoring infrastru ture.

Limiting a ess to information by manipulating the
Domain Name System is easy and heap, sin e it relies on network infrastru ture that is already in pla e
and requires no additional knowledge beyond what
is needed to set up and manage the network in the
rst pla e. Be ause it an be deployed without onspi uous hanges to the network infrastru ture, and
be ause of the de entralized nature of the Domain
Name System, the impa t of DNS manipulation is
mostly invisible (ex ept to the impa ted users), and
may easily evade dete tion.
While knowledgeable users an ir umvent DNS
manipulation, it seems plausible that DNS manipulation an ee tively staun h the dissemination of
information to a broad audien e, and it is an established fa t that DNS manipulation has been used to
implement ensorship poli ies[11℄[12℄.
The DNS monitoring system implemented by The
Chokepoint Proje t is apable of performing hundreds of thousands of queries per hour. This orresponds to testing hundreds of domain names against
hundreds of DNS servers per hour. While these numbers are impressive when onsidering that the DNS
monitoring system runs on modest hardware and a
limited network onne tion, it is also apparent that
DNS monitoring for truly representative lists of domain names and DNS servers on a global s ale will
require s aling up the system by several orders of
magnitude.
The HTTP probing me hanism allows the DNS
monitoring system to a urately test and lassify
many of the domain names that are hosted on Akamai or Google ontent delivery networks8 . Augmenting the results with data from APNIC [10℄ and RIB
data [9℄ identies the organizations suspe ted of performing DNS manipulation.
By apturing and storing data over time, the DNS
monitoring system allows for omparisons over time.
Sin e the results of the system may be inuen ed by
hanges to the dete tion heuristi s, the system also
in ludes an annotation system to re ord and be able

Load-balan ing and ontent delivery networks

A domain name an resolve to more than a single IP address. DNS-based load balan ing is ommonly used to distribute network requests over multiple servers by returning a dierent address on ea h
DNS request.
In addition, websites are in reasingly hosted on
large ontent distribution networks, su h as Akamai's
or Google's. The domain names for these websites
an resolve to hundreds of IP addresses, whi h means
that any of those hundreds of IP addresses onstitute
a valid response.
Unfortunately there is no reliable, automated way
to obtain all the possible addresses that onstitute
a valid response. This makes it di ult to dete t,
based on the DNS server response alone, whether that
response is valid or anomalous.
To address this issue, the monitoring system implements a HTTP probing me hanism, whi h heuristi ally ompares the ontents of a web page to the
expe ted ontents of the web page.

Conden e level Not every anomalous response

from a DNS server implies that DNS manipulation is
taking pla e. The DNS server or website may be misongured or temporarily unavailable, or there may
be subtle dieren es between the expe ted response
and the a tual response that make it hard to ategori ally lassify a result as valid or invalid.
For this reason, the monitoring system implements a lassi ation system to lassify probe results in dierent ategories: lie, probable_lie and
maybe_lie, to distinguish between responses that
are obviously false and responses that are just unexpe ted.

8 This

is an improvement over Wright's DNShonest tool,

whi h always
to be valid.

8

onsiders IP addresses belonging to these CDN's

to a ount for these hanges when making histori al [8℄ Wright, J. (2014) Regional Variation in Chinese
Internet Filtering. Information, Communi ation
omparisons.
& So iety 17 (1) 121-141.
The fundamental problem of how to sele t representative DNS servers and domain names remains an
les
are
downloaded
from
open question. We hope that our reporting on DNS [9℄ RIB
http://ar
hive.routeviews.org/bgpdata
manipulation as it takes pla e helps spur eorts to
begin ta kling this di ult problem.
[10℄ APNIC
les
are
downloaded
from
http://thyme.apni .net/ap-data
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